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The art and science of selling technology
is undergoing rapid change.
According to Gartner 50% of technology spending decisions now rest with the business owner,
not IT. By 2020 that number will be 80%. The emergence of new buyer types is not the only
thing that’s changing. The traditional IT budgets that many tech sales reps relied on are under
increased financial scrutiny. The price of technology is declining – sometimes at a rapid rate.
Companies are expecting the cost of basic IT to be going down every year, not up. That means
you have to sell more units every year to realize the same number of sales dollars in your
account base. And new technologies – even new companies – are creating competitive threats
you didn’t have to overcome just a few years ago.
Unfortunately these challenges are negatively effecting the top lines of most technology
suppliers. The majority of large enterprise tech companies now have flat or declining revenue,
according to the Technology Services Industry Association. Among hardware-related
companies this figure was an astounding 71% in 2016! The pressure on CEOs to restore growth
is immense. The result is that sales teams are being asked to sell more AND SELL DIFFERENTLY.

TRADITIONAL SELLING vs. OUTCOME SELLING
For decades being an effective sales rep rested on your ability to win the competitive RFP
process. Usually that meant winning the feature war. Or winning the price war. Or both. We
organized our sales approach to respond to the RFP in a way that made our company look to be
the best, most affordable fit with the customer’s requirement.
That led to some repetition in how we sold. The keys to success rested largely on the quality of
the executive relationships we had in our accounts and how well we could navigate internally to
bring the right expert resources to bear on each RFP. If you could do those things well and you
worked smartly, you could make your number every year. And if you hit your number the
company mostly left you alone to run your deals as you saw fit.
But once the company realizes that sales or margins are likely to decline, the pressure to
change starts to ratchet up. The company starts messaging to the sales team that things need
to change and they need to work differently (and harder). Heard any of those messages lately?
In one sense management is right. If we continue to sell the same way in the future as we sold
in the past we are destined to be less and less productive. It’s not because the traditional ways
of selling are bad or antiquated, it’s just that there aren’t as many dollars in those deal streams
anymore. If we don’t find ways to stimulate NEW, HIGHER MARGIN spending in our account
base we will reach a point where no amount of hard work will overcome the eroding
fundamentals of traditional IT purchasing at your existing accounts.
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So what do we need to do? How can we grow the amount of new spending within new and
existing accounts?
Outcome-based selling is a new and unparalleled approach to leading with business impact
rather than features or price. It holds four basic promises:
•

•

•

New way to sell to new logo customers – the vast majority of buyers are tired of being
approached by new sales people wanting to show them products. But every buyer is
curious about how they can improve the financial or operating performance of their
business. Lead with that angle and you will get more meetings – especially if you target
business or CXO buyers. Some sales experts even say that cannot be an IF. We need to
connect our technology to business drivers (desired outcomes) in order to move the
sales process forward. In the past days when dollars were flowing more freely, we could
successfully sell to the workflow leader and/or IT leader. If we showed them that their
lives could be easier using our technology then the workflow leader or IT leader could
execute the sale. Now, it is necessary to understand desired business outcomes from
business leaders and to understand the mechanical linkages (KPIs) from those outcomes
to what our technology provides in order to execute the sale. This discussion is done at
the business leader level, not the workflow or IT leader levels. Maybe it is still possible
to land a deal at the lower levels but we have all seen the results of those deals. The
technology gets used in a single pocket of the organization or in an isolated part of the
big picture workflow and it NEVER grows beyond where it was sold into, making it too
easy to displace.
Stimulate new spending at existing customers – your existing customers think they
know you. They think they know you because they already use some of your solutions.
But consider how many of your accounts use the vast majority of your portfolio?
Usually not many. So how do you break out of the box they have you in by capturing
more budget or create new spending? By leveraging the success of your other
customers and telling a business outcome-based story about how you can create value
in ways your existing customer didn’t know or didn’t believe. You will find that many of
the lower level buyers are unable to answer how their workflow or IT level efficiencies
enable the enterprise goals. If they are not able to answer that question it is a natural
progression to organize conversations with higher levels in the organization and you will
find that your contacts at the lower levels (assuming there is a healthy relationship) will
voluntarily facilitate discussions with the business leaders for you.
Be more effective selling to the C-Suite or the business buyer – IT buyers tend to be
feature geeks. Business and executive buyers are not. They could care less about how
the product works. They only care about the business outcomes they can achieve by
implementing your solutions. And they want to hear your story quickly and smartly.
They aren’t interesting in sitting through an hour long PowerPoint monologue. They
want a quick storyboarding experience that is a true dialogue. One that gets to the
point quickly, builds the business case clearly and is easy to tailor to their unique
requirements. PowerPoint is not built for dialogues. It simply cannot keep up with an
active conversation. It’s impossible to do real-time edits and you have to jump forwards
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•

and backwards to find the content the customer wants to talk about at that moment.
CXOs in particular lose patience quickly when that happens.
Differentiate based on business impact rather than price – Most of your competitors
sell on features and price. That makes it easy for your customers to compare. But it
also leads to commoditization and discounting. What most of your competitors can’t do
is effectively sell on business value. Doing that successfully requires you to demonstrate
a realistic understanding of how your differentiated capabilities actually translate into a
measurable result at their company. You need to identify the business processes that
are targeted for innovation, the operating KPIs that will improve and the financial
impact of those improvements. Make it clear you are focused on those. Once that is
clearly established, then they are ready to hear about how your product and service
portfolio can deliver the outcomes. It is this confidence in your understanding of how to
actually deliver the business outcome that will be why they choose your company over
the competition. Not price and not features. That gives you tremendous pricing power
in your negotiations since the buyers will give clear guidance to procurement about who
they want to work with.

WHAT IS OUTCOME-BASED SELLING?
Outcome-based selling is a new approach to presenting your value to customers. One that can
increase your win rates by up to 4X. Even better, this approach has been integrated into a
powerful, easy to use software application that you can use in your actual meetings with the
customer. It’s called Outcome Chains.
An outcome-based presentation does just what you would expect – it leads with business
impact and follows with products and services. But it’s not just a random approach. It’s a new,
proven methodology for explaining not only what the business value is but how it will be
achieved. There are typically 8 layers to the conversation:
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Let’s start at the top row and ask ourselves a fundamental question: What IS a business
outcome? The dictionary says an outcome is ‘something that follows as a result or
consequence’. In this case we are talking about what will follow as a result of buying your
products and services. What follows had better be clear business improvement! By leading with
the specific financial and KPI improvements the customer will experience, you immediately
capture the attention of the sponsoring executive and differentiate yourself from other
companies who typically lead with features. The outcome summarizes the key benefit and the
key action to be taken. “Improve Plant Performance with IoT” could be an example. Or maybe
“Decrease Network Costs with SDN”. How about “Improve Patient Experience Using Data” for a
hospital? You get the idea.
While you can instantly explore any row in any order that the buyer wants to discuss, it’s best
to generally work the conversation from top to bottom. You will find that business buyers and
CXOs really only focus on the top 4-5 rows while IT buyers focus more on the bottom 4-5 rows.
That’s ok because you can quickly and easily reveal the underlying content in any row the
buyers wants to explore. No more paging forward or paging backward in PowerPoint to find
the content the buyer is asking about. In a minute we will discuss what sits underneath the
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rows and how you use that content to have a fast and effective dialogue in your meeting with
the customer.
Outcome-based selling is particularly useful in the earliest stages of an opportunity.
Remember - you are trying to stimulate new spending and differentiate your approach from
your competition. That starts from the very first meeting with the customer, either on-site or
on a web conference. That is where the tone and the initial trajectory of the deal is
determined. If you can intrigue and impress the senior executive, your deal will move faster
and with less competitive pressure.
That means one of the most important things is who you are meeting with. You need to get the
right message for the right audience. It is easy to understand that more senior executives are
going to be curious about the topics contained in the top rows. They will care about the
financial impacts and the specifics of what business processes you are proposing to improve.
On the other hand, mid-level buyers – especially those in the IT department – will be more
focused on the rows in the middle and bottom. As we said, one great thing about the Outcome
Chains application is that you can go directly to any topic in one click. Great for meetings
where many different buying influences are present.
You already know that the higher up in the organization you can sell the better off you will be.
Most tech companies have traditionally sold IT to IT buyers. Often they weren’t the ones who
actually controlled budgets, they just pick vendors on previously determined projects. That’s
great. We still want to sell to those folks and win those kinds of RFP tender deals. But now we
need to wring more dollars of technology spending and only senior executives can do that.
So you could say that a primary use case for the Outcome Chains tool is to facilitate rewarding
executive-level discussions early in the sales process. As one CIO who looked at Outcome
Chains said, “I don’t ever want to see another demo but I am ready to have this kind of
discussion all day long.” It makes sense. It’s a primary job responsibility of senior executives to
stay on top of leading, innovative business practices. That is different from buying tech
products. Outcome-based selling gives you the ability to upgrade your executive
conversations and be seen as a trusted source of these leading, innovative business practices.
That puts you in a great position inside that account. One that your competition will struggle to
match.
So let’s say you are selling for Cisco and you are calling on the SVP Plant Operations for
manufacturing giant 3M. You might spend your precious 30 minutes using an Outcome Chain
to discuss how IoT could lead to improvements in plant performance.
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You can share the kinds of results other manufacturing customers have been able to achieve
and instantly add or delete thoughts based on the customer’s comments. You also have the
confidence of knowing that supporting content (like videos, presentations, graphics or web
links) sit right under the boxes. So if the customer wants to go deep on any topic, it’s all right
there. Let’s say that its clear the customer is most interested in boosting plant uptime. In the
click of a button the Outcome Chain answers the question of how that is achieved.

Or maybe the IT buyer in the room wants to talk about what specific products are required.
Again, with just one click you can narrow down the discussion to the IT perspective.
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And remember…behind every box (or Link as we call them) there is supporting content to help
go into detail. You can even reach out to internal experts in real time to help answer questions.
Once the meeting is complete and you have made the changes the customer has requested in
real time, you can confirm the discussion by marking the customer’s high priorities.

There is no need to make notes and schedule yet another meeting to confirm your changes.
Outcome Chains gives you the confidence of having presentation slides plus the speed and
flexibility of white boarding. We call Outcome Chains “Business Storyboards in the Cloud”.
They represent the next generation of customer presentations. Not only are they great in the
meeting, they are especially powerful after it’s over. That’s because you can instantly share the
Outcome Chains with any of the customers in your meeting (or even ones who couldn’t make
it). When you do, more magic happens. That’s because Outcome Chains gives you full visibility
into what the customers did. Did they look at it? How many times? What content did they
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view? Did they share it with other people internally and who were those people? That’s insight
into the progress of your deal that you never had before!

BENEFITS OF OUTCOME-BASED SELLING USING OUTCOME CHAINS
Just like PowerPoint, your company will provide you with Outcome Chain Templates for many
solution types and vertical industries. That makes it easy you to make a copy and customize for
the specific opportunity you are pursuing. You can keep the Outcome Chain up to date as the
deal progresses. Sales engineers and specialists who are also working on the deal can
collaborate on how you can create unique value for that particular customer via the Outcome
Chain. You can even work with your channel partners to integrate their capability into it.
Another big benefit is that it’s easy to keep up with new offers and market focuses. With so
many new solutions being released to the field every month and with customers in so many
vertical markets, it’s often tough to keep all the value propositions straight. While PowerPoint
slides helped you tell these different stories it came with a lot of baggage. Let’s face it.
PowerPoint is 20 year old technology that encourages a stand and present monologue.
Executives at your customers crave a more insightful and customized dialogue. Outcome
Chains give you the benefits of a support tool with much more capability. Customers love the
experience of an Outcome Chains meeting.
Outcome-based selling is more powerful than sales methodologies like Challenger or SPIN
selling. It’s not gimmicky. It simply does a superior job of articulating customer value. That is
the best way to increase sales results. Some companies are reporting win rates using outcomebased selling that are 4X higher than RFP-based selling. These deals also close faster and they
are more profitable.

NOT YET READY TO PRESENT USING OUTCOME CHAINS?
You can use Outcome Chains to prepare your team for an opportunity pursuit or you can
actually use it in front of the customer. It’s your choice. To get started, you can just use
Outcome Chains for its other use case: to prepare for and track the progress of your
opportunity pursuit. They contain all the supporting materials like presentations and sales aids
in one place. Even better, they are in context. You know what content is helpful to tell each
part of the story. You can even reach out to company experts who are the most knowledgeable
about this value proposition. You and your team can collaborate, stay in synch with the value
prop, track progress and have easy access to every tool you need for the deal. This includes
easy back and forth with Salesforce or other CRM tools.
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